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Abstract
The creation of a formal mathematical language was fundamental to making mathematics algebraic. A landmark in this process
was the publication of In artem analyticem isagoge by François Viète (1540–1603) in 1591. This work was diffused through many
other algebra texts, as in the section entitled Algebra in the Cursus mathematicus (Paris, 1634, 1637, 1642; second edition 1644)
by Pierre Hérigone (1580–1643). The aim of this paper is to analyze several features of Hérigone’s Algebra. Hérigone was one of
the first mathematicians to consider that symbolic language might be used as a universal language for dealing with pure and mixed
mathematics. We show that, although Hérigone generally used Viète’s statements, his notation, presentation style, and procedures
in his algebraic proofs were quite different from Viète’s. In addition, we emphasize how Hérigone handled algebraic operations
and geometrical procedures by making use of propositions from Euclid’s Elements formulated in symbolic language.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Resum
La creació del llenguatge formal matemàtic va ser fonamental pel procés d’algebrització de les matemàtiques. Un dels punts
crucials va ser la publicació el 1591 de l’obra In Artem Analyticem Isagoge de François Viète (1540–1603). Aquest text va ser difós
a través de molts altres textos com ara l’Algebra del Cursus Mathematicus (Paris, 1634, 1637, 1642; segona edició 1644) de Pierre
Hérigone (1580–1643). L’objectiu d’aquest article és analitzar alguns trets característics de l’Algebra d’Hérigone. Hérigone va ser
un dels primers matemàtics que va considerar que el llenguatge simbòlic podia ser emprat com un llenguatge universal per tractar la
matemàtica pura i la matemàtica mixta. Mostrem que, encara que Hérigone generalment utilitza els mateixos enunciats que Viète,
no va fer servir ni la seva notació, ni la mateixa presentació, ni els mateixos procediments en les demostracions algebraiques. A més
volem emfasitzar com emprava els Elements d’Euclides per introduir el llenguatge algebraic en els procediments geomètrics.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
The process of making mathematics algebraic rather than geometric took place from the beginning of the 17th
century to the beginning of the 18th century.1 It was mainly the result of the introduction by Viète, Fermat, and
Descartes of algebraic procedures for solving geometrical problems. In this process of algebraicization, the creation
E-mail address: m.rosa.massa@upc.edu.
1 There are many useful studies on this subject, including Bos [1998, 291–317], Mahoney [1980, 141–156], Mancosu [1996, 84–86], and Pycior
[1997, 135–166].0315-0860/$ – see front matter © 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.hm.2008.05.003
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essential.
The publication in 1591 of In artem analyticem isagoge by François Viète (1540–1603) constituted an important
step forward in the development of a symbolic language. Viète used symbols to represent both known and unknown
quantities and was thus able to investigate equations in a completely general form.2 He conceived of equations in
terms of Euclidean ideas of proportion. The equation x2 + bx = d2, for example, can be written as x(x + b) = d2
and therefore as a proportion x : d = d : (x + b). Solving the equation is therefore equivalent to finding three lines
in continued proportion. Viète showed the usefulness of algebraic procedures for analyzing and solving problems in
arithmetic, geometry, and trigonometry [Bos, 2001; Freguglia, 1999; Giusti, 1992; Viète, 1646]. As his work came to
prominence at the beginning of the 17th century, other authors also began to consider the utility of algebraic procedures
for solving all kind of problems.3
In this paper, we outline the contribution of one such author, Pierre Hérigone (1580–1643), who wrote an encyclo-
pedic mathematical textbook of five volumes entitled Cursus mathematicus (hereafter referred to as the Cursus). The
first four volumes were published in 1634, the fifth volume in 1637, and a supplement in 1642. A second edition in
six volumes appeared in 1644 [Hérigone, 1644]. Hérigone’s stated aim in the Cursus was to introduce a symbolic
language as a universal language for dealing with both pure and mixed mathematics using new symbols, margin notes
(which he called “citations”), and abbreviations.
We analyze the section Algebra, from the second volume of the Cursus, and parts of two algebraic sections, en-
titled Supplement and Isagoge, from the sixth volume. We will show that, although Hérigone generally used Viète’s
statements, his notation, presentation, and procedures in his algebraic proofs were quite different from Viète’s. Indeed,
Hérigone replaced Viète’s rhetorical explanations of geometrical procedures by symbolic language in an original way,
justifying his proofs with propositions from Euclid’s Elements. We will also show how Hérigone generalized one of
Viète’s discoveries by stating a theorem that involved the relationship between roots and coefficients for a particular
class of polynomial equations. All this provides a new perspective on the role of Hérigone’s work in the development
of mathematics during the 17th century.4
1. Hérigone and the Cursus mathematicus
Very little is known about Hérigone’s life. Per Stromholm claims that he was from the Basque Country and that
he taught mathematics in Paris [Stromholm, 1972, IX, 299]. During his lifetime his books (printed by Gilles Morell)
were available “chez l’autheur et chez Henri le Gras” [at the home of the author and the home of Henri le Gras]. It
is known that, alongside Étienne Pascal, Mydorge, Beaugrand, and others, he took part in the committee appointed
by Richelieu to judge whether Morin’s scheme for determining geographical longitude from the motion of the Moon
was a practical one. In fact, on 23 July 1659, in a letter to Samuel Hartlib, Henry Oldenburg, secretary to the Royal
Society, wrote:
As for those inventors of the Longitude, I wish that they are not like the French Morinus, who in 1634 published,
that he had found it, but was contradicted in the truth of his invention by the ablest Mathematicians, that were then in
France, Mrs Pascall, Mydorge, Boulenger, Beaugrand, and Herigon, deputed commissaries for to examine the invention.
[Oldenburg, 1965–1986, I, 289]
Only one work by Hérigone is known to exist, namely the Cursus mathematicus.5 The full title is Cursus mathe-
maticus, nova, brevi et clara methodo demonstratus, per notas reales & universales, citra usum cuiuscunque idiomatis,
2 Nevertheless, Viète rarely used symbols to represent operations. Further details on his notation are provided in what follows.
3 Pierre de Fermat (1601–1665) was among the mathematicians who used algebraic analysis to solve geometric problems. He did not publish any
of his work during his lifetime, although it circulated in the form of letters and manuscripts and was referred to in other publications. On Fermat
see Fermat [1891–1922, 65–71 and 286–292] and Mahoney [1973, 229–232]. The most prominent figure in this process of algebraicization was
René Descartes (1596–1650), who published La Géométrie in 1637. There are many useful studies on Descartes, including Bos [2001, 225–412],
Giusti [1987, 409–432], and Mancosu [1996, 62–84].
4 This article is an extended version of my communication “Symbolic Language in the Algebraization of Mathematics, 1600–1660” for the
symposium Speciation in Science. Historical-Philosophical Studies on the Emergence and Consolidation of Scientific Disciplines. This symposium
was held at the XXII International Congress of the History of Science, which took place between 24 and 30 July 2005 in Beijing.
5 Hérigone published an edition of the first six books of Euclid in 1639 [Hérigone, 1639], but Stromholm [1972, 299] claims that these are “little
more than the French portion of Volume 1 of the Cursus.”
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symbols, which are easily understood without the use of any language].6 It is written in parallel Latin and French
columns on the same page.7
The first and second volumes of the Cursus deal with pure mathematics.8 The first volume deals with geometry and
the second volume is devoted to arithmetic and algebra. The third and fourth volumes deal with mixed mathematics,
that is to say, with the mathematics required for practical geometry, military or mechanical uses, geography, and navi-
gation. The fifth and last volume of the first edition includes spherical trigonometry and music. Later, Hérigone added
a sixth and final volume, which includes two parts dealing with algebra, entitled Supplementum, continens geometricas
aequationum cubicarum purarum, atque affectarum effectiones, Supplément contenant les Effections Géométriques
des equations cubiques, pures & affectées [Supplement containing the geometric constructions of cubic equations
both pure and affected] (1–73) and L’Isagoge de l’Algèbre [Introduction to the Algebra] (74–98), respectively. The
sixth volume also deals with perspective and astronomy. From the Isagoge onwards it is written only in French. It is
clear that the Cursus attempted to cover all the main branches of mathematics and the mathematical sciences.9
2. Hérigone’s view of algebra
Hérigone’s first mention of the word “algebra” appears in the preface to the second volume of the Cursus. Here
he explains “l’analyse (qu’on appelle ordinairement Algebre)” [analysis (which is usually called algebra)] was placed
after geometry and arithmetic, as it is useful in all scientific fields and is not limited by the kinds of problems to be
solved.10
The full title of Hérigone’s 296-page treatise on algebra is Algebra tum vulgaris tum speciosa, unà cum ratione
componendi ac demonstrandi, per regressum sive repetitionem vestigiorum Analyseos, L’Algèbre, tant vulgaire que
spécieuse, avec la méthode de composer & faire les démonstrations par le retour ou répétition des vestiges de l’Analyse
[Algebra, both vulgar and specious, with the method of composing and making demonstrations by the return or
repetition of the vestiges of Analysis]. It consists of 20 chapters, which address subjects similar to those dealt with by
Viète.11
In the first chapter of the Algebra, Hérigone calls algebra “la doctrine analytique” [the analytic doctrine]. Like
Viète, he assumes that algebra treats the unknown quantity as though known12:
6 The title in French is Cours Mathematique demonstré d’une nouvelle briefve et claire methode, Par notes reelles & universelles, qui peuvent
estre entendues facilement sans l’usage d’aucune langue. In writing this article the author has referred to the copy held in the Bibliotheque Nationale
de France. The copy is annotated by hand but it has not been possible to discover the identity of the writer.
7 Where the French occasionally differs from the Latin it will be noted in the discussion.
8 Hérigone explained that Pythagoreans divided mathematics into four categories: arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music. He said others
divided mathematics into pure and mixed mathematics, specifying that in pure mathematics quantities were recognized as being separate from
matter. He considered that pure mathematics should be divided according to the kind of quantity (either continuous or discrete) in geometry and
arithmetic, and that mixed mathematics should be divided into optics, mechanics, astronomy, and music. See Hérigone [1634, I, unpaginated].
9 A first overview on the contents of the Cursus can be found in Massa Esteve [2006c].
10 Pour observer l’ordre de doctrine, il falloit que l’analyse (qu’on appelle ordinairement Algebre) tint le dernier lieu en la distribution des parties
de ce Cours, tant pour ce qu’elle opere ses merveilles sur tous les membres de ce corps, . . . L’exposition d’un art qui ne reconnaît de bornes.
[In keeping with the order of teaching, it is necessary for analysis (which is usually called algebra) to be placed last in this course, because it works
its magic on all of the book’s parts . . . The exposition of an art that does not recognize limits.] [Hérigone, 1634, II, a iij]. All translations are the
author’s own unless otherwise stated.
11 The 20 chapters of the Algebra include 1: Several definitions and notations. 2, 3: Operations involving simple and compound algebraic ex-
pressions. 4: Operations involving ratios. 5: Proofs of several theorems. 6, 7: Rules for dealing with equations, which are the same as those in
Viète’s work. (These rules were the reduction of fractions to the same denominator (“isomerie”), the reduction of the coefficient of the highest
degree (“parabolisme”), the depression of the degree (“hypobibasme”) and the transposition of terms (“antithese”).) 8: An examination of theorems
by “poristics.” 9: Rules of the “rhetique” or exegetic in equations up to the second degree. 10–13: Solutions of several problems and geometric
questions using proofs (determined by means of analysis). 14: Solutions of several “ambiguous” equations. 15: Solutions of problems concerning
squares and cubes, referred to as Diophantus’ problems. 16–19: Calculation of irrational numbers. 20: Several solutions of “affected” (negative
sign) powers. When Hérigone published the Cursus, there were just two other editions in French of Viète’s In artem analyticem isagoge: L’algèbre
nouvelle de M. Viette (1630) by A. Vasset and Introduction en l’art analytic, ou nouvelle algèbre de François Viète (1630) by J.L. de Vaulezard.
Also, in 1630, M. Ghetaldi published De resolutione et compositione mathematica libri quinque opus posthumus, which dealt with Viète’s analytic
art.
12 This idea of analysis was not a new idea. It was used in some numerical algebra texts to solve arithmetical problems, that is to say, to deal
with questions that involved letters or abbreviations representing numbers. For example, in Spain, Marco Aurel in his Libro primero de arithmetica
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were known, and finding the equality between this and given magnitudes.14
Hérigone accepts Viète’s view that the symbols of analytic art (or algebra) can be used to represent not just numbers
but also values of any abstract magnitudes. Indeed, Hérigone explicitly distinguishes vulgar algebra, which deals with
problems expressed in terms of numbers, from specious algebra, which deals with problems expressed in more general
terms, by means of species or letters15:
One may distinguish between vulgar or numerical, and Vietian16 or specious [algebra]. Vulgar or numerical algebra is that
which is practised by means of numbers. Specious algebra is that which exercises its logic by means of “species” or by the
forms of things designated by the letters of the alphabet. Vulgar algebra serves only for finding the solutions of arithmetic
problems, without proofs. But specious algebra is not limited to any kind of problem, and is as useful for discovering all
kinds of theorems as it is for finding solutions and proofs for problems.17
To conclude this account of Hérigone’s ideas on specious algebra, we add his explanation in the Isagoge, where he
emphasizes the use of letters for stating universal theorems:
Specious algebra is so-named from letters of the alphabet which do not have any particular signification, either as discrete
quantities, which are numbers, or as continuous quantities, except what one attributes to them. For example, if we attribute
a value of 12 to the letter B , the reasoning applied to this letter B , without thinking of the number 12, applies to any other
number, such as 15, 20, etc., and thus the letter B will represent these numbers as a kind not as individuals or particulars.
This must also be understood for continuous quantities, whether lines, surfaces or any other quantities one wishes. By
means of these letters one can discover general theorems for both continuous and discrete quantities.18
In Hérigone’s view, specious algebra was valid for any abstract magnitude and the letters could represent either un-
knowns or givens. He also saw that Viète’s specious algebra, together with the algebraic method of analysis, was more
powerful and productive—for instance, “on invente des théorèmes universels” [one devises universal theorems]—
than the algebraic procedures used in older or numerical algebra. He even claimed that when analysis is used without
species it is not an art, but simply a skill acquired through practice.19
Algebratica (Valencia, 1552), Antic Roca in his Arithmética compilación de todas las obras que se han publicado hasta agora (1564) and others
put forward a similar idea. However, they only used this idea of analysis to solve arithmetic problems [Massa Esteve, in press].
13 This comment is only found in the Latin text.
14 La doctrine analytique, ou l’Algèbre est l’art de trouver la grandeur incognue, en la prenant comme si elle estoit cognue, & trouvant l’égalité
entre icelle & les grandeurs données. / Doctrina analytica quae Algebra & Italico vocabulo cosa dicitur, est ars qua assumpta quaesita magnitudine
tanquam nota, & constituta inter eam aliasque magnitudines datas aequalitate, invenitur ipsa magnitudo de qua quaeritur. [Hérigone, 1634, II, 1]
15
“Species” are letters or symbols that represent any magnitude, whether discrete or continuous, and “specious algebra” is the calculation with
such symbols. Hérigone listed Stifel, Buteo, Nunes, Cardano, Bombelli, Stevin and Clavius as writers on vulgar algebra, and Viète and Ghetaldi as
writers on specious algebra or the analytic art [Hérigone, 1642, VI, 256].
16 This comment is only found in the Latin text.
17 Elle se distingue en la vulgaire & en la specieuse. L’Algèbre vulgaire ou nombreuse est celle qui se pratique par nombres. L’Algèbre specieuse
est celle qui exerce sa logique par les espèces ou formes des choses designées par lettres de l’alphabet. L’Algèbre vulgaire sert seulement à trouver
les solutions des problèmes Arithmetiques sans demonstrations. Mais l’Algèbre Specieuse n’est pas limitée par aucun genre de problème, & n’est
pas moins utile à inventer toutes sortes de théorèmes, qu’à trouver les solutions & démonstrations des problèmes. / Distinguitur in vulgarem sive
numerosam, & in vietaeam sive speciosam. Algebra vulgaris seu numerosa est quae numeris exhibetur. Algebra speciosa est, que per species sive
rerum formas litteris alphabeti designatas, suam exercet logicam. Algebra vulgaris solutiones problematum arithmeticorum tantum exhibet absque
demonstrationibus. Algebra verò speciosa nullo genere problematum coercetur, nec minus utilis est ad invenienda omnis generis theoremata, quàm
solutiones & demonstrationes problematum. [Hérigone, 1634, II, 1]
18 L’Algèbre Spécieuse se nomme ainsi des lettres de l’alphabet, qui n’ont aucune signification particulier, ny en la quantité discrète, qui soit les
nombres, ny en la continue, sinon celle qu’on leur attribue. Par exemple, si on attribue à la lettre B12 pour sa valeur, le raisonnement qu’on fera avec
icelle lettre B, sans considérer le nombre 12, conviendra aussi à tout autre nombre comme à 15, 20, etc & par ainsi la lettre B signifiera l’espèce
des nombres & non les individus & particuliers. Ce qu’il faut aussi entendre en la quantité continue, pouvant signifier une ligne, une superficie,
ou autre quantité telle qu’on voudra, par le moyen des quelles lettres on invente des théorèmes universels tant en la quantité continue que discrète.
[Hérigone, 1642, VI, 76]
19 l’Analyse qui n’use point d’espèce, est plutôt une faculté, qui s’acquiert par un long exercice, & bonté d’esprit & de mémoire qu’un art.
[Analysis which uses no species is a skill, acquired by long practice, intelligence and memory rather than an art.] [Hérigone, 1642, VI, 240]
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Hérigone’s aim was to introduce a universal symbolic language that would apply to all branches of mathematics.
There is no doubt at all that the best method for teaching the sciences is that in which brevity is combined with ease. But
it is not always easy to attain both, particularly in mathematics, which, as Cicero pointed out, is highly obscure. Having
considered this myself, and seeing that the greatest difficulties are in the demonstrations, understanding of which depends
on a knowledge of all parts of mathematics, I have devised a new method, brief and clear, of making demonstrations,
without the use of any language.20
In this section we compare his notation with that of Viète and Descartes in order to show its originality. Hérigone
also used margin notes (which he called “citations”) and abbreviations, which allowed him to express entire arguments
in symbolic language.
Hérigone describes the notation and the terms he is going to use in his specious algebra in pages 4 to 9 of the first
chapter. There are certain differences between Hérigone’s signs and those used by Viète or Descartes, as shown in the
table below. Hérigone, like Viète, used vowels to represent unknown quantities, and consonants to represent known or
given quantities. He used capital letters in the geometrical figures that illustrate his statements but, unlike Viète, lower
case letters in the text.21
To represent powers, Viète retained the verbal forms “A quadratus” and “A cubus” and abbreviations such as
“A quad”, etc. Descartes wrote the exponents as they are written today, with one exception: he sometimes used “xx”
to represent a square. Hérigone wrote the exponents on the right side of the letter (so the square is represented by
“a2,” the cube by “a3,” and so on). See the table below:
Signs Viète (1590s) Harriot (1631) Hérigone (1634) Descartes (1637)
Equality Aequalis = 2/2 α
Greater than Maior est > 3/2 Plus grande
Less than Minus est < 2/3 Plus petite
Product of a and b A in B ab ab ab
Addition plus + + +
Subtraction minus − ∼ −
Ratio ad
∏
à
Square root VQ. √ V 2 √
Cubic root VC.
√
c V 3
√
c
Squares A quadratus, A quad. aa a2 a2, aa
Cubes A cubus, A cub. aaa a3 a3
In the initial chapters of the Algebra, Hérigone shows the use of his specious logistic first of all in simple ex-
pressions and then with compound expressions. In products and divisions, he distinguishes between discrete and
continuous quantities; that is, the product of two numbers is a number and the product of two lines is a rectangle
20 Car on ne doute point, que la meilleure méthode d’enseigner les sciences est celle, en laquelle la brièveté se trouve conjointe avec la facilité:
mais il n’est pas aisé de pouvoir obtenir l’une & l’autre, principalement aux Mathématiques, lesquelles comme témoigne Ciceron, sont grandement
obscures. Ce que considérant en moi-même, & voyant que les plus grandes difficultés estoites aux démonstrations, de l’intelligence desquelles
dépend la connaissance de toutes les parties des Mathématiques, j’ai inventé une nouvelle méthode de faire les démonstrations, briefe & intelligi-
ble, sans l’usage d’aucune langue. / Nam extra controversiam est, optimam methodum tradendi scientias, esse eam, in qua brevitas perspicuitati
coniungitur, sed utramque assequi hoc opus hic labor est, praesertim in Mathematis disciplinis, quae teste Cicerone, in maxima versantur difficultae.
Quae cum animo perpenderem, perspectum que haberem, difficultates quae in erudito Mathematicorum pulvere plus negotijs facessunt, consistere
in demonstrationibus, ex quarum intelligentia Mathematicarum disciplinarum omnis omnino pendet cognitio: excogitavi novam methodum demon-
strandi brevem, & citra ullius idiomatis usum intellectu facilem [Hérigone, 1634, I, unpaginated]. Hérigone claimed that he had invented a brief
and intelligible new method for making proofs, which did not require the use of any language in the preface to the first volume (1634), which bore
the dedication “Au lecteur” [To the reader].
21 Harriot in his Praxis (1631) had also used lower case letters. See Stedall [2002, 91].
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Hérigone’s table of abbreviations
[Hérigone, 1634, I, a iiij]
Table 2
Hérigone’s table of explanation of citations
[Hérigone, 1634, I, unpaginated]
(which he shows by means of a figure). In Chapter 3 of the Algebra, he gives several examples of operations, such as
[Hérigone, 1634, II, 13]:
Addition: a3 ∼ a2b Subtraction: 8a2 ∼ 3ab
2a3 + ab2 7ab ∼ 5a2
3a3 ∼ a2b + ab2 13a2 ∼ 10ab
Further, Hérigone provides alphabetically ordered tables of abbreviation (which he calls “explicatio notarum”). See
Table 1.
Hérigone also gives tables of explanations of the citations (“explicatio citationum”) at the beginning of each of the
volumes that make up the Cursus (see Table 2). The citations always refer either to propositions in Euclid’s Elements
or to the Cursus itself. Thus, for example,“c. 17. I” means “Corollarium decimae septimae primi. Corollaire de la
dix-septiesme du premier” [Euclid I.17 corollary].
Thus, we see that Hérigone used original symbols and abbreviations to represent expressions and numbers. Most of
the symbols had not appeared in any previous book. His symbolic language certainly allowed him to write statements
and proofs more briefly and clearly and according to him was sufficient for doing so, without Latin, French, or any
other language. Nevertheless it is possible that the excess of abbreviations and new symbols could have caused his
attempt to fail.
4. Hérigone’s algebraic procedures
In this section we will see how Hérigone handled (1) proofs of algebraic identities, (2) algebraic solution of equa-
tions, and (3) geometric constructions of equations, followed by (4) Hérigone’s statement of a theorem relating the
coefficients of an equation to its roots.
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To highlight the differences between Viète’s and Hérigone’s procedures, let us consider the proof of a theorem in
Chapter 5. Like Viète, Hérigone began by proving several algebraic identities that are useful for solving equations.
Here is Viète’s proof of the identity, which in modern notation would be expressed (a+b)3 +(a−b)3 = 2a3 +6ab2
[Viète, 1646, 20].
The cube of the sum of two sides will be added to the cube of their difference.
Let one side be A and the other side B . It is necessary to add the cube of A + B to the cube of A − B . Indeed the
cube of A + B is constituted by A-cubed +3B by A-squared +A by 3B-squared +B-cubed. Also the cube of A − B
is constituted by A-cubed −3B by A-squared +A by 3B-squared −B-cubed. Then this addition is the sum of 2A-
cubed + A by 6B-squared. Hence arises the theorem. The cube of the sum of two sides plus the cube of their difference
will be equal twice the cube of the great side, plus six times the product composed of the greater side and the square of
lesser side.22
Now let us see how Hérigone works a similar proof in the Algebra (Chapter 5, Prop. XXI). He proves the identity,
which in modern notation would be expressed (a + b)3 − 3ab(a + b) = a3 + b3, as follows:
The cube of the sum of two sides, minus the triple of the product [solid] constituted by the sum of the sides and of the
rectangle, is equal to the sum of the cubes of the sides.23
Hérigone’s notation Modern notation
Hypoth. Hypothesis.
a&b snt quantit; D. a and b are given quantities.
Req. Π . Demonstr. It is required to prove.
Cub. a + b, ∼.3ab, a + b 2/2a3 + b3. (a + b)3 − 3ab(a + b) = a3 + b3.
Demonstr. Proof.
cub. a + b est a3 + 3a2b + 3ab2 + b3, α (a + b)3 is a3 + 3a2b + 3ab2 + b3, (α)
.3ab, a + b est 3a2b + 3ab2. β 3ab(a + b) is 3a2b + 3ab2. (β)
Concl. α ∼ β est a3 + b3. Conclusion. α − β is a3 + b3.
If we compare Hérigone’s proof with Viète’s, we can see that Viète gives rhetorical explanations and verbal de-
scriptions, uses few symbols, employs capital letters to represent quantities, leaves no margins, and writes the words
“cubus,” “quadratus,” etc., to express powers. In contrast, Hérigone formulates all identities and properties, and even
some statements, in symbols, with no rhetorical explanations or verbal descriptions. He also divides his proofs into
separate sections: hypothesis (known and unknown quantities), explanation or requirement, equation or proof, and
conclusion.
4.2. Equations
There are a number of differences in the treatment of equations by Viète and Hérigone. Both define an equation
as a comparison between known and unknown quantities and both transform equations into a relationship between
three proportional quantities. Hérigone, however, always distinguishes whether the required quantity is a number
(a discrete quantity) or a line (a continuous quantity) and, in the latter case, uses Euclid’s Elements to justify his
procedures.
22 Cubo adgregati duorum laterum, cubum differentiae eorundem addere. Sit latus unum A, alterum B. Oporteat A+B cubo, A=B cubum addere.
At verò cubus effectus abs A+B, constat A cubo, +A quadrato in B ter, +A in B quadratum ter, +B cubo. Cubus autem abs A=B constat A cubo,
-Aquadrato in B ter, +A in B quadratum ter, -B cubo. Fiat igitur horum additio: summa est A cubus bis, +A in B quadratum sexies. Hinc ordinatur
Theorema. Cubus adgregati duorum laterum, plus cubo differentiae eorundem, aequatur duplo cubo lateris majoris, plus sextuplo solido à latere
majore in lateris minoris quadratum. [Viète, 1646, 20]
23 Le cube de la somme de deux costez, moins le triple du solide contenu sous la somme des costez & sous leur rectangle, est egal à la somme des
cubes des costez. / Cubus aggregati laterum minus triplo solido sub aggregato laterum in rectangulum sub lateribus, est aequalis aggregato cuborum
à lateribus. [Hérigone, 1634, II, 47–48]
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the square and the first power are the “degrées parodiques.” He also states that, because equations involve equalities,
only homogeneous quantities (that is, quantities with the same degree) should be compared. He calls the independent
term “homogene de la comparaison” [homogene of comparison]. When the term of highest degree is affected by a
minus sign he says “negatio est inversa,” “la negation est inverse” [the negation is inverted].
He deals with solutions to polynomial equations in Chapter 9 of the Algebra, where he states,
Rhetic or Exegetic is the construction one carries out, the equation being set out, to find the required magnitude by
numbers or by lines. By numbers, if the problem posed is to discover a number, and by lines if the question is to show
some geometric operation.24
Hérigone uses two different expressions for finding the solution of an equation depending on whether it is a number
or a line. In Latin he uses “explicanda” [to be expressed] for numbers and “exhiberi” [to be exhibited or shown] for
lines, indicating that in a geometrical solution one must show the line by construction.
Consider, for example, the case of a quadratic equation with two terms; in modern notation, x2 = bd . If the required
quantity is a number, the solution is simply the square root of bd . However, if the required quantity x is continuous,
Hérigone represents the equation by the corresponding proportion b : x = x : d using Euclid VI.17.25 The mean
proportional x can be then found using Euclid VI.13.26 He explains these ideas as follows:
But to obtain the same required magnitude as a continuous quantity, one must solve the equation in three proportionals,
that is b : a : d , which are proportionals by Proposition VI.17 of the Elements, then by Proposition VI.13 one can find the
mean proportional, which is the required magnitude A.27
A cubic equation with two terms may be written in modern notation as x3 = b2d . If the required quantity is
a number, the solution is simply the cube root of b2d . If the required quantity is continuous, however, it will be
necessary to find two mean proportionals. Hérigone emphasizes that this and higher equations of odd degree cannot
be solved geometrically:
But given the extremes of four continuous proportionals [quantities], no-one has yet invented a geometrical method to find
the second proportional. Therefore neither this equation, neither other higher equations of odd degree, can be solved geo-
metrically: as this x5 = b4d , cannot be solved geometrically. For if one solves this equation in 6 [continuous] proportional
quantities, B will be the first, A the second, and D the sixth; but from six proportional quantities, given the extremes, the
second cannot be found geometrically: and therefore this equation cannot be solved geometrically.28
24 La Rhetique ou Exegetique est la construction qu’on fait, l’équation étant ordonnée, pour avoir la grandeur requise par nombres ou par lignes.
Par nombres, si la question propose à trouver quelque nombre, & par lignes, si la question propose à faire quelque opération Géométrique. / Rhetique
est qua, ordinata aequatione, exhibetur magnitudo quaesita arithmeticae, vel geometricae. Arithmeticae quidem si de magnitudine numero explicada
quaestio est, Geometricae verò si magnitudinem ipsam exhiberi oporteat. [Hérigone, 1634, II, 95]
25 Proposition VI.17 is “If three straight lines be proportional, the rectangle contained by the extremes is equal to the square on the mean; and, if the
rectangle contained by the extremes be equal to the square on the mean, the three straight lines will be proportional” [Heath, 1956, 228]. Volume 1
of the Cursus includes a translation into French of Euclid’s Elements, which he reformulates in his new symbolic language. The propositions
statements are the same as Euclid’s.
26 Proposition VI.13 is “For two given straight lines to find a mean proportional” [Heath, 1956, 216].
27 Mais afin d’obtenir la mesme grandeur requise en la quantité continue, il faudra résoudre l’équation en trois proportionelles, ainsi b  a  d,
qui sont proportionelles par la 17. du sixiesme des Elements, puis par la 13. du sixiesme on trouvera la moyenne proportionelle A qui est la grandeur
requise. / Sed ut eadem quaesita magnitude exhibeatur in quantitate continue, resolvenda erit aequatio in tres proportionales, sic b  a  d, quae
per 17. propos. Sexti Elementorum sunt proportionales, deinde per 13. sexti invenienda est media proportionalis, quae erit quaesita magnitude A.
[Hérigone, 1634, II, 96]
28 Mais les extrêmes de quatre proportionnelles étant donnez, on n’a pas encore inventé la méthode géométrique de trouver la seconde propor-
tionnelle. Partant ni cette équation, ni autres qui montent plus haut, ayant leur exposant impair, ne se ressoudent pas géométriquement : comme
celle-ci a5 2/2b4d , ne se ressoude pas géométriquement. Car si on ressoude cette équation en 6 grandeurs proportionnelles, B sera la première, A la
seconde, et D la sixième; mais de six grandeurs proportionnelles, les extrêmes étant données, la seconde ne se peut trouver géométriquement : et
par conséquent cette équation ne se ressoude pas géométriquement. / Sed è serie quatuor continue proportionalium datis extremis nondum inventa
est ars geometrica qua secunda proportionalis inveniatur. Itaque neque haec aequatio, neque aliae quae altius ascendant, habentes exponentem
imparem, resolvuntur geometricè: ut haec a5 2/2b4d , non resolvitur geometricè: Nam si haec aequatio resolvatur in 6 continuè proportionales,
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power is double that of the lower power, can be solved geometrically. Hérigone again represents the equation by the
corresponding proportion. To solve the equation we may write as x2 − bx = d2, for instance, he stresses that the three
quantities x − b, d and x are proportional, in accordance with Euclid VI.16,29 and that the proportional relationship
is (x − b) : d = d : x. Hérigone works with proportional lines by identifying their lengths with the terms of the
equation.30 He notes that in the equation x2 − bx = d2, d is the mean proportional and b is the difference between
the extremes, both of which are given. He emphasizes that with these data the equation can be solved geometrically
by the “scholium” of Euclid VI.29.31
He continues with the example x2 + xb = d2 (here in modern notation), specifying the use of the “scholium” of
Euclid VI.29; and xb − x2 = d2, using the “scholium” of Euclid VI.28. When he constructs the geometric solution of
the equations x4−x2b2 = d4 and x4+x2b2 = d4, using Proposition VI.9 from his own Appendix, and x2b2−x4 = d4,
using Proposition VI.10 from the Appendix, he explicitly refers to Euclid I.47 (Pythagoras’ Theorem).
Thus, for Hérigone, an equation can be solved geometrically if one can set up the corresponding proportion and con-
struct lines that are in this proportion to each other, using the relevant propositions from Euclid’s Elements. Hérigone
emphasizes that equations that cannot be solved geometrically can be solved only approximately. Thus a true and per-
fect solution, by rational or irrational numbers, can only be found in problems that can also be solved geometrically.32
Hérigone states two rules for finding the value of the unknown in an equation with three terms where the degree
of the highest power is double that of the lower power, namely, one rule for equations of the form x2 ± bx = d2, and
another for the equations of the form bx − x2 = d2 (with inverted negation). The algorithm for solving the first kind
of second-degree equations, of the form x2 ± bx = d2, is described in the following way:
First rule. If the negation is not inverted, the square of half of the coefficient is added to the independent term and from
this sum is obtained the square root. To the resulting square root is then added or subtracted (depending on the opposite
of the sign of the coefficient) half of the coefficient. The sum or the difference will be the number of the term of lower
degree.33
Hérigone’s rules are equivalent to finding the solution “x = ±b/2 +√(b/2)2 + d2” if the negation is not inverted
and “x = b/2 +√(b/2)2 − d2” if it is inverted.34 He goes on to verify these rules in equations such as x2 − 6x = 27,
x6 − 6x3 = 994,000, and 8x − x2 = 12.
B erit prima, A secunda, & D sexta; sed è serie sex continuè proportionalium, datis extremis, secunda non potest inveniri geometricè: ac proinde
haec aequatio non resolvitur geometricè. [Hérigone, 1634, II, 97]
29 Proposition VI.16 is “If four straight lines be proportional, the rectangle contained by the extremes is equal to the rectangle contained by the
means; and, if the rectangle contained by the extremes be equal to the rectangle contained by the means, the four straight lines will be proportional”
[Heath, 1956, 221]. Later, Hérigone specifies that the passage from equation to proportion can be justified by Euclid VI.16.
30 Later, in Volume VI, in his annotations he repeats this idea: “. . . en l’art analytique qui se pratique par l’Algèbre, l’on ne peut trouver la
construction du problème proposé, sans premièrement trouver quelque équation par calcul, qui détermine la proportion qu’il y aura entre quelques-
unes des lignes données et inconnues” [. . . in the Analytic Art, which is practiced by Algebra, the construction of the problem cannot be made
without firstly finding some equation, which determines the proportion that will exist between the known and unknown lines] [Hérigone, 1642, VI,
270]. In addition, “47 propos. Des Elem” (Pythagoras’ Theorem) is mentioned by Hérigone as a basis for the calculations to solve equations.
31 The “scholium” to Proposition VI.29 is “Given the mean of three proportional (straight lines) and the difference between the extremes, find the
extremes” [Hérigone, 1634, I, 296]. There, in Volume 1, Hérigone gives two proofs, one by geometric construction and the other using numbers.
When he calculates the solution by numbers, he writes in the margin “47.1,” referring to Proposition I.47 (that is, Pythagoras’ Theorem). However,
in this “scholium” from Elements he works with proportional lines, without identifying these values with the terms of an equation.
32 Car en celles qui n’ont point de solution geometrique, le plus souvent on ne trouve que le nombre approchant du juste, de sorte que la vraye
& parfaite solution, par nombres rationaux ou irrationaux, ne se trouve qu’aux problemes qui se resoudent aussi geometriquement. / In iis enim
quae carent geometrica solutione, non accuratus numerus, sed proximus vero plerumque invenitur, ita ut vera & genuina solutio arithmetica, per
numeros rationales, vel irrationales, reperiatur tantìm in problematibus quae geometricè quoque solvuntur. [Hérigone, 1634, II, 104]
33 Premiere reigle. Si la négation n’est inverse, soit ajouté à l’homogène le quarré de la moitié du coefficient, & de la somme soit extraite la racine
quarrée, puis à la racine trouvée soit ajoutée ou soustraite (suivant la signification contraire du signe du coefficient) la moitié du coefficient, la somme
ou le reste sera le nombre du degré parodique. / Regula prima. Si negatio non sit inversa, quadratum semissis coefficientis addatur homogeneo, & ex
summa extrahatur radix quadrata, deinde radici inventae addatur vel subducatur (secundum contrariam signi coefficientis significationem) semissis
coefficientis, summa vel residuum erit numerus gradus parodici. [Hérigone, 1634, II, 104–105]
34 Both rules are illustrated by the same figure, that is Fig. 2 analyzed in Section 4.3, which we can consider Hérigone’s canonical diagram for
geometric constructions for quadratic equations.
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equation and then specifies the three proportional quantities; finally, he writes “9.c.alg.” in the margin (referring to
Chapter 9 of his Algebra) and states the solution to the equation.
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a − b∏d∏a (a−b)
d
= da
a 2/2 12 b + V {
b21/4
+d2 a = 12 b +
√
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For Hérigone, solving equations consists of three steps: equation, proportion, and solution. The passage from
equation to proportion is justified by Euclid VI.16 and that from proportion to solution is justified by geometric
constructions. We will return to this point in the next section.
Thus, Hérigone reduces the problem of finding the solution of an equation to the problem of finding a mean
proportional, which he regards as a geometric problem, of a kind that he had already solved in Volume 1. Euclid I.47
(Pythagoras’ Theorem) is referred to repeatedly in Hérigone’s geometrical constructions. The basis of Hérigone’s
geometrical procedures is the identification of terms of an equation, both known and unknown quantities, as terms
of a proportion, or proportional lines. Viète had similarly represented equations in terms of proportions but unlike
Hérigone gave the solution also as a proportion, without explicitly mentioning Euclid, and without stating any rules.
It seems that Hérigone, after reading Viète’s works, thought it is necessary to clarify how equations could be solved,
by providing some rules and by justifying the solutions he obtained using Euclid’s propositions.
4.3. Geometric constructions
In order to explore the geometrical procedures used by Hérigone in more depth, we present a proposition from
Chapter 12 of the Algebra, which deals with quadratic equations and the geometric construction of their solutions.
A comparison with Viète’s solution and geometric constructions for similar equations will allow us to appreciate the
differences.35
The first stage of Viète’s treatment of quadratic equations can be found in Zeteticorum libri quinque (1591 or 1593),
in Book III, Problem 1:
Given the mean of three proportional straight lines and the difference between the extremes, find the extremes.36
This statement can be characterized by the proportion A : Z = Z : (A+B), where A is one of the extremes, B is the
given difference, and Z is the given mean proportional. The proportion is easily converted into the quadratic equation
A(A + B) = Z2. Viète based his solution on an earlier problem, Zetetica, Book II, Problem 3, namely, Given the
rectangle constituted by the sides A and (A + B) and the difference between the sides (B), find the sides. In order to
solve the new statement of the problem, he explained that the square of the difference between the sides (B2) added
to four times the rectangle (4A(A + B)) would give the square of the sum; in modern notation, B2 + 4A(A + B) =
35 The idea of constructing the root as a line to justify the solution of a quadratic equation can already be found in algebraic texts of the 16th
century. Bombelli, for instance, gave a geometric construction in the fourth book of his Algebra (1572), with explicit reference to an arithmetic
problem solved in the third book [Bombelli, 1929, 177; Massa Esteve, 2006b, 9–10]. Before that, Pedro Nuñes, in his Algebra (1567), made a
construction assigning one line to each known quantity in the equation, and then constructing a line to represent the root [Nuñez, 1567, 14–15].
However, Hérigone’s geometrical construction differs from the earlier constructions in two respects: first, he uses symbolic language, and second,
he uses propositions from Euclid’s Elements to justify the steps.
Later, Descartes, in his Géométrie (1637), presented a similar proof of the solution of a quadratic equation giving parallel presentations for the
algebraic and geometrical solutions [Descartes, 1637, 15]. However, Descartes, unlike Hérigone, had previously created an algebra of segments;
that is to say, he had given a geometrical interpretation of each of the algebraic operations that he defined. Hérigone gave an Appendix, in Volume 1,
Book 6, where he explained sums and products of lines, justifying them by propositions from Euclid’s Elements. However, he did not define a unit
line segment, as Descartes did, and therefore his algebraic expressions were required to be homogeneous. On this subject see Bos [2001, 297–298].
36 Data media trium proportionalium linearum rectarum, & differentiae extremarum, invenire extremas. [Viète, 1646, 56]
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[Viète, 1646, 234].
Fig. 2. Hérigone’s construction [Hérigone, 1634, II, 145].
[(A + B) + A]2. From this the sum of the sides, and hence the sides themselves, can be found by means of Zetetica,
Book I, Problem 1, which is: Given the difference between two sides and their sum, find the sides.37
In 1593, Viète published Effectionum geometricarum canonica recensio, in which he geometrically constructed
the solutions of second- and fourth-degree equations. In these constructions, Viète set up the quadratic equation
A quadratum plus B in A, aequari D quadrato by means of a proportion. For convenience we will write this as
A2 + BA = D2. For Viète the equation is set up by means of a proportion (A + B) : D = D : A. Viète’s geometric
construction of the lines A, B , D satisfying this equality is set out in Fig. 1, and can be compared with Hérigone’s
construction, which is shown in Fig. 2.
Proposition XII. Given the mean of three proportional magnitudes and the difference between the extremes, find the
extremes.38
Let FD be the mean of three proportionals [= D] and let GF be the difference between the extremes [= B]. The
extremes are to be found.
Let GF and FD stand at right angles and let GF be cut in half at A. Describe a circle around the centre A at the
distance AD and extend AG and AF to the circumference at the points B and C.
I say that has been done that was to be done, for the extremes are found to be BF [= A+B] and FC [= A], between
which FD [= D] is the mean proportional. Moreover, BF and FC differ by FG, since AF and AG are equal by
construction and AC and AB are also equal by construction. Thus, subtracting the equals AG and AF from the equals
AB and AC, there remain the equals BG and FC. GF , in addition, is the difference between BF and BG or FC, as was
to be demonstrated.39
Now let us see how, in the Algebra (Chapter 12, Question 3), Hérigone sets up a second-degree equation that is
similar to Viète’s. First, through analysis, Hérigone gives the numerical solutions of the equation by the algebraic
rule for solving second-degree equations, using the three steps discussed in Section 4.2. Then, in the same proof, he
constructs the solution geometrically. Unlike Viète, he does not provide a rhetorical explanation, but rather uses a
symbolic language, with repeated references to Euclid’s Elements. Finally, he checks that the construction satisfies
the requirement of the problem.
Given the rectangle contained by the sides and the difference of the sides, find the sides.40
37 Data differentia duorum laterum, & adgregato eorundem, invenire latera [Viète, 1646, 42]. For solving this problem, he adds the two sides, the
greater one expressed as a sum of the less one and the difference, and then, the less “side” is the half of the addition of the given difference and
sum. He proceeds similarly for finding the greater side.
38 Propositio XII. Data media trium proportionalium & differentia extremarum, invenire extremas. [Viète, 1646, 233]
39 Sit data FD media trium proportionalium, data quoque GF differentia extremarum. Oportet invenire extremas. Inclinentur GF, FD ad angulos
rectos, & secetur GF bifariam in A. Centro autem A intervallo AD, describatur circulus, ad cujus circumferentiam producantur AG, AF, in punctis
B, C. Dico factum esse quod oportuit. Extremas enim inveniundas esse BF, FC inter quas media proportionalis est FD. Et ipsae BF, FC differunt
per FG, quandoquidem AF & AG constructae sunt aequales, & AC, AB constructae quoque aquales. Itaque ab aequalibus AB, AC subducendo
aequales AG, AF, remanent BF, FC aequales. Est autem GF differentia inter BF & BG, seu FC. Quod erat demonstrandum [Viète, 1646, 234]. As
translated in Viète [1983, 377–1378].
40 Estant donné le rectangle contenu sous les costez, & la difference des costez, trouver les costez. / Dato rectangulo sub lateribus, & differentia
laterum, invenire latera. [Hérigone, 1634, II, 145–146]
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Hypoth. Hypothesis.
.adb 2/2.de AD × DB = DE2
f d 2/2ad ∼ db, FD = AD − DB,
b 2/2de, d 2/2f d snt D. b = DE, d = FD are given.
Req. Snt ad&db. AD and DB are required.
Analys. Analysis.
Assume a 2/2db,  af , We assume a = DB or AF ,
Hyp. a + d 2/2ad, Hypothesis. a + d = AD,
Aequat. Equation.
Hyp. a2 + ad 2/2b2, Hypothesis. a2 + da = b2,
16.6 a + d∏b∏a, VI.16 a+d
b
= ba ,
9.c.alg. a 2/2∼ 12 d + V {
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+b2 Algebra ch. 9. a = −1/2d +
√
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Constr. Construction.
11.1 de⊥f d, I.11 DE is perpendicular to FD,
10.1 f c 2/2 cd. α I.10 FC = CD. (α)
3.p.1 ceab est o, I.post.3 CEAB is a circle,
2.p.1 af db est –, I.post.2 AFDB is a straight line,
Symp. Req. Snt ad&db. AD and DB are required.
Demonstr. Proof.
α.3.a.1 af 2/2db, β α. I. axiom 3 AF = DB, (β)
1.concl, conclusion 1,
f.13.6 .de 2/2.adb, f.VI.13 DE2 = AD × DB,
2concl. conclusion 2.
β.19.a.1 f d 2/2ad ∼ db. β. I. axiom 19 FD = AD − DB.
First, Hérigone states the assumptions he has made by assigning letters representing knowns and unknowns
(b, d, a) to the lines of Fig. 2. Second, he writes the equation like a hypothesis, and then uses Euclid VI.16 to set
up the proportion. Indeed, Hérigone always makes a statement of the equation and identifies its terms with propor-
tional lines. In the third step, he writes “9.c.alg” which refers to the rule stated in Chapter 9 of his Algebra (see
Section 4.2). He has now given the solution of the quadratic equation, similar to the modern solution, but derived from
proportions and Euclidean constructions.
Although Hérigone does not use the same approach as Viète, the connecting thread is the geometric construction
of the solution. In both cases it is possible to check that the constructed straight lines fulfil the requirements of the
problem. Hérigone, however, replaces Viète’s rhetorical explanations and instructions by symbolic language, together
with citations from Euclid. For instance, when Viète has (see Fig. 1), “Let GF and FD stand at right angles,” Hérigone
(see Fig. 2) writes “de⊥f d” and makes a note in the margin “11.1,” thus referring to Euclid I.11: “To draw a straight
line at right angles to a given straight line from a given point on it” [Heath, 1956, 269]. Similarly, where Viète has
“Let GF be cut in half at A”, Hérigone writes “f c 2/2 cd” and makes a note in the margin “10.1,” referring to
Euclid I.10: “To bisect a given finite straight line” [Heath, 1956, 267]. Or again, where Viète has “Describe a circle
around centre A at a distance AD,” Hérigone writes “ceab est o” and notes in the margin “3.p.1,” referring to Euclid’s
Postulate I.3: “To describe a circle with any centre and distance” [Heath, 1956, 154].41
Thus Hérigone avoids rhetorical explanations and seeks to express all phrases symbolically. The steps are justified
by the propositions from Euclid’s Elements, which are themselves formulated in symbolic language in Volume 1.
Hérigone can therefore use them to express the instructions for the constructions of the geometric figure. We can
surmise that Hérigone’s presentation of this justification is once more a reflection of the great significance that Euclid’s
Elements held for him.
Further, although the proposition is concerned with a geometrical problem, Hérigone’s solution offers both an
algebraic formula (from the Algebra, Chapter 9) and a geometrical construction, combined apparently as a natural
argument. Thus, symbolic language allows him to formulate an algebraic solution to a geometrical problem.
41 Later on, in the Supplement, Hérigone solves geometrical problems that lead to third- or fourth-degree equations, for which purpose he proves
a number of propositions by procedures similar to those outlined above.
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As well as working on the solution of equations, Hérigone also made investigations into the structure of equations.
His theorem in Chapter 14 stating the relationship between the roots and coefficients of an equation is one of the most
important results in the Algebra. Hérigone gives the following statement concerning ambiguous equations:
[An] ambiguous equation is one which can be satisfied by several roots. Now, for any given magnitude, one can find an
ambiguous equation which is satisfied by as many roots as there are unities contained in its [leading] exponent.42
That is to say, they are equations with more than one root, perhaps as many roots as the degree. Hérigone puts
forward several examples of ambiguous equations of this kind, whose coefficients are computed from their roots,
using both letters and numbers. Since he only uses positive roots, the signs of the numerical coefficients alternate, but
he does not draw attention to this:
Hérigone’s notation Modern notation
C,30. F,2. G,3. H,6. L,5. M,10. N,31 C = 30, F = 2, G = 3, H = 6, L = 5, M = 10, N = 31
F,2. G,4. H,8. L,3 34 . M,9 34 . N,30 12 or F = 2, G = 4, H = 8, L = 3 34 , M = 9 34 , N = 30 12
c est magd. D. c is a given magnitude
f &g snt magd; arbitr; f and g are arbitrary magnitudes
h2/2.f, g h = fg
h msur: cpl. c/h = l
m2/2f + g + l, m = f + g + l
n2/2fg + f l + gl, n = fg + f l + gl
a3 ∼ ma2 + na 2/2 c, x3 − mx2 + nx = c
a est 2/2f ,  g,  l. x is equal to f or g or l
In numeris, en nombres In numbers
a3 ∼ 10a2 + 31a 2/2 30, x3 − 10x2 + 31x = 30
a 2/2 2,  3,  5. x = 2, or 3, or 5
 a3 ∼ 9 34 a2 + 30 12a 2/2 30, or x3 − 9 34 x2 + 30 12 x = 30
a 2/2 2,  4,  3 3/4. x = 2, or 4, or 3 34
After giving these examples, Hérigone states:
By the same method, for higher degrees, equations can be found that are satisfied by as many roots as there are unities in
the exponent of the [leading] power.43
Hérigone gives this statement without proof. However, by the method explained above, one can construct, from
the relations between the roots, similar ambiguous equations of higher degree with as many roots as the de-
gree.
Viète had given examples of ambiguous equations of degree 2, 3, 4, 5 at the end of De recognitione et emen-
datione aequationum, tractatus secundus (1615), but did not provide any proof, claiming he had dealt with it
elsewhere.44
Hérigone concludes Chapter 20 of the Algebra by stating a theorem that generalizes his result:
42 L’équation ambigüe est celle dont la puissance peut être expliquée par diverses racines. Or à quelconque grandeur donnée on luy peut trouver
une équation ambigüe, dont la puissance pourra être expliquée par autant de racines, qu’il y aura d’unités en son exposant. / Aequatio cuius potestas
pluribus radicibus potest explicari est ambigua. Datae autem cuicumque magnitudini potest inveniri aequatio ambigua, cuius potestas tot radicibus
explicetur, quot unitatibus constat eius exponent. [Hérigone, 1634, II, 190]
43 Par la même méthode, aux autres degrés plus hauts, on trouvera des équations qui se pourront expliquer par autant de racines qu’il y aura
d’unités en l’exposant de la puissance. / Eadem arte in altioribus gradibus invenientur aequationes tot radicibus explicabiles quot unitatibus constat
potestatis exponens. [Hérigone, 1634, II, 192]
44 Viète explains “I have dealt [elsewhere] at length and in other respects with the elegant reasoning behind this beautiful observation, [so] this
must be the end and the crown [of this work]. / “Atque haec elegans & perpulchrae speculationis sylloge, tractavi alioquin effuso, finem aliquem &
Coronida tandem imponito.” [Viète, 1646, 158]
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and positive, and the coefficient of the power following the highest power being the sum of as many numbers as there
are unities in the exponent of the [highest] power; the coefficient of the following degree is the sum of all plane numbers
of those numbers; the coefficient of the third degree is the sum of all solids, and so on as far as the independent term,
which is the product of these numbers continuously multiplied; the number of all the positive terms will be equal to
the number of all the negative terms and consequently if the independent term is on one side of the equation and the
highest power and all lower degrees on the other side, the root of the equation may be expressed by each of the proposed
numbers.45
He writes four examples in numbers to illustrate this theorem at the end of the Algebra after calculations (similar
to those of Viète) for finding the upper or lower bounds of the numerical solutions of ambiguous equations.46 This
generalization to equations of higher degree is only implicit in Viète’s work. It seems that Hérigone’s idea was to
provide a universal theorem for polynomial equations of arbitrary degree.
Harriot in his Praxis (1631) constructed equations as products of linear factors, making it clear how the coefficients
are composed from the roots whether positive or negative [Harriot, 1631, 12–77; Wallis, 1685, 142]. Harriot did not
explicitly state rules for the coefficients in terms of the roots [Stedall, 2000, 491] though Girard did in his Invention
nouvelle en l’algebra in 1629. There is no evidence to suggest that Hérigone was aware of Harriot’s work or Girard’s.
The study of the structure of the equations was, alongside improvements in symbolism, another essential step in
the development of the theory of algebraic equations in the 17th century. Hérigone provided new insights from a
generalization of Viète’s examples.
5. The influence of Hérigone’s Cursus
Hérigone’s Cursus was one of several encyclopedic mathematical textbooks published in the 17th century.47 These
works were written for educational purposes and their goal was to disseminate and teach pure and mixed mathematics.
The number of references to the Cursus in 17-th century books and letters shows that it was widely read. One of
the characteristics of the Cursus is the inclusion of editions of classical works, such as Euclid’s Elements, already
mentioned, and abridged versions of treatises by Willebrord Snell on parts of the Conics of Apollonius (appended to
Volume 1). These were noted by both Oldenburg and Wallis.48 The Cursus also included more recent topics such as
Fermat’s method of maxima and minima in the Supplement read there by Huygens, Pell, Wallis, and Collins.49 Other
45 Si une puissance affirmée est affectée sous tous les degrés parodiques & sous l’homogène de comparaison, qu’ils soient alternativement niez
& affirmez, & que le coefficient du degré parodique prochain à la puissance, soit l’agrégé d’autant de nombres qu’il y aura d’unités en l’exposant
de la puissance : le coefficient du second degré inferieur suivant, soit l’ agrégé de tous les plans des mêmes nombres : le coefficient du troisième
degré, soit l’agrégé de tous les solides, & ainsi de suite jusques à l’homogène de comparaison qui est le produit des dits nombres multipliez
continûment : la somme de tous les affirmez sera égale à la somme de tous les niez, & par conséquent si l’homogène de comparaison fait une
partie de l’équation, & la puissance avec tous ses degrés parodiques l’autre partie, la racine de la puissance pourra être expliquée par un chacun des
nombres proposez. / Si potestas affirmata, sit affecta sub omnibus gradibus parodicis, alternatim negatis & affirmatis, sitque coefficiens, primi gradus
parodici à potestate, aggregatum totidem numerorum, quot sunt unitates in exponente potestatis: coefficiens secundi gradus, aggregatum omnium
planorum eorundem numerorum: coefficiens tertij gradus, aggregatum omnium solidorum, & ita deinceps usque ad homogeneum comparationis,
quod gignitur ex continua multiplicatione eorundem numerorum: aggregatum omnium affirmatorum erit aequale aggregato omnium negatorum, ac
proinde si homogeneum comparationis faciat unam aequationis partem, & potestas cum omnibus suis gradibus parodicis alteram, radix potestatis
erit explicabilis de quolibet illorum numerorum. [Hérigone, 1634, II, 195–196]
46 In these examples, Hérigone first wrote five numbers, then constructed the coefficients following the instructions of the theorem; then he stated
the equation and claimed that the original numbers were the roots of this equation.
47 Other examples of this kind of textbook include the following: in Spain, Cursus mathematicus (Vigevano, 1667–1668) by Juan Caramuel, in
three volumes; and Compendio mathematico (Valencia, 1707–1715) by Tomás Vicente Tosca in nine volumes; in Germany, Cursus mathematicus,
sive absoluta omnium mathematicarum disciplinarum encyclopaedia (Würtzburg, 1661) by Gaspar Schott in twenty-eight volumes and in France,
Cursus seu mundus mathematicus (Lyon, 1674) by Claude François Milliet Dechales, in three volumes, and Cours de mathématiques (Paris, 1693)
by Jacques Ozanam, in five volumes.
48 Oldenburg [1965–1986, IX, 563–570] and Wallis [1685, 200–201]. The three treatises of Snell were De determinatione sectione, De proportio-
nis sectione, and De spatij sectione.
49 For Huygens see Oldenburg [1965–1986, IX, 247–251]; for Pell see Malcolm and Stedall [2005, 321]; for Wallis see Oldenburg [1965–1986,
IX, 275–277]; for Collins see Gregory [1939, 246–248].
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Perhaps the most important characteristic of the Cursus, however, was Hérigone’s introduction of symbolic lan-
guage. This was remarked upon by several writers, particularly in England. John Pell knew the Cursus well, and it
has been suggested that Hérigone’s method of presentation was a model for Pell’s own three-column layout.50 Isaac
Barrow, in the letter Ad lectorem in his own edition of the Elements (1659), mentioned Hérigone as an example to
follow both in reducing Euclid’s Elements to one volume and in turning it into a symbolic language, though he did
criticize the excessive number of abbreviations and symbols used by Hérigone [Barrow, 1659, unpaginated]. John
Beale later held up the Cursus as an example and complained that Kersey’s Algebra of 1673–1674 was not simi-
larly written in symbols [Oldenburg, 1965–1986, X, 101–102]. Wallis in A treatise of algebra in 1685 remarked that
‘Mons. Herigone, in his Cursus Mathematicus (published in the year 1644), makes use of Notes [symbols] some-
what different from these [Oughtred’s and Harriot’s]; but which are (to those who shall read him) easy enough to be
understood’ [Wallis, 1685, 128]. Finally, Leibniz, in discussing universal language also referred to the Cursus as an
example [Oldenburg, 1965–1986, XIII, 378–377].
By the end of the 17th century the Cursus and its contents were so well known that Jacques Ozanam’s definition of
algebra in his Dictionnaire mathématique (1691) is identical to Hérigone’s, though Ozanam did not mention Hérigone
as a source.51
Hérigone’s Cursus reached Italy, by way of Santini, Galileo, and Cavalieri,52 and it was there that it was most in-
fluential. It was used in particular by Pietro Mengoli (1626–1686) from Bologna, one of Cavalieri’s students. Mengoli
used specious language for calculating quadratures in a new way in his Geometriae speciosae elementa (1659) [Massa
Esteve, 2006a, 82–112]. Using Viète’s work and certain characteristics of Hérigone’s symbolic language, Mengoli cre-
ated new algebraic tools, such as triangular tables for calculating the summations of pth powers and quadratures of
geometric figures. Mengoli acknowledges these influences at the beginning of the book.53
Mengoli’s goal was to create a new field, a specious geometry modelled on Viète’s specious algebra, by develop-
ing Hérigone’s language further. He refers to Euclid’s Elements, using conventions similar to those of Hérigone. For
instance, Mengoli writes “22.5” in the margin to indicate his use of Euclid V.22; in the proof he writes “a; i : c; l”
(modern notation: a : i = c : l) [Mengoli, 1659, 9]. For the same example, Hérigone had writen in the margin “22.5”
and in the proof “ik
∏
m2/2f d
∏
de” (modern notation: ik : m = f d : de) [Hérigone, 1634, II, 148]. In addition,
Mengoli writes all his proofs in Hérigonean style, by dividing them into a “Hypothesis,” “Demonstratio,” “Praepara-
tio,” and “Constructio.” Further, in the margin he cites, line by line, all the propositions and properties he has used.54
Thus, under the influence of Hérigone, who considered Euclid’s Elements the point of reference par excellence,
Mengoli brings together, as he says, a “coniuntis perfectionibus” [perfect conjunction] of classical mathematics and
modern mathematics to obtain new results.
6. Concluding remarks
Although a clear break cannot be established, over the course of the 17th century algebra gradually became a useful
independent discipline within mathematics, and the language of mathematics became algebraic rather than geometric.
50 Malcolm and Stedall [2005, 336, n5]. Pell’s copy of the Cursus with his annotations is in the Busby Library at Westminster School, see Malcolm
[2005, 21] and Malcolm and Stedall [2005, 268].
51 Ozanam defines algebra as follows: “L’Algèbre vulgaire ou nombreuse est celle qui se pratique par nombres. L’Algèbre spécieuse est celle qui
exerce ses raisonnements par les espèces ou formes des choses désignées par lettres de l’alphabet. L’Algèbre vulgaire sert seulement à trouver les
solutions des problèmes Arithmétiques sans démonstrations. Mais l’Algèbre Spécieuse n’est pas limitée par un certain genre de problème, & n’est
pas moins utile à inventer toutes sortes de théorèmes, qu’à trouver les solutions & démonstrations des problèmes” [Ozanam, 1691, 61–62]. Only
two words differ from Hérigone’s definition, “logique” instead of “raisonnements” and “aucun” instead of “uncertain” (see footnote 17).
52 Cifoletti [1990, 158] states that Antonio Santini explained to Galileo in a letter dated 21 September 1641 that he had sent him Hérigone’s
Cursus. Galileo then sent it to Cavalieri.
53 Mengoli claims: “To those symbols that Viète, Hérigone, Beaugrand (. . .).”/“Quibus characteribus à Vietta, Herigonio, Beaugrand . . .”
[Mengoli, 1659, 12]. Mengoli, who was influenced by Hérigone’s idea of symbolic language as a powerful tool, introduces symbolic language
into the theory of proportions from Euclid’s Elements. He extends this theory and creates two new theories: the theory of quasi proportions and
the theory of logarithmic proportions [Massa Esteve, 1997, 257–280; 2003, 457–474]. Mengoli hardly uses geometric representations at all in his
works. He works directly with algebraic expressions of geometric figures.
54 Nevertheless, Mengoli does not use Hérigone’s algebraic expressions to explain geometrical constructions in the same manner.
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state and solve a variety of problems. His universal language was capable of providing demonstrations of all kinds
of problems, without the need for geometrical representations and explanations. Even when geometric constructions
were needed, Hérigone reformulated his explanations and statements in algebraic symbolism and justified them by
means of Euclid’s propositions and postulates.
I have drawn attention to two of Hérigone’s results in particular: first, his treatment of equations, and second, his
theorem about ambiguous equations. The theorem states the relationship of the coefficients of polynomial equations to
the roots. It seems that Hérigone’s aim was to give a general rule for constructing equations by generalizing examples.
It is clear that Hérigone went further than Viète in this respect, though not as far as Harriot. However, unlike Harriot,
Hérigone stated an explicit theorem to clarify this method for constructing any equation from its roots.
Regarding his treatment of equations, Hérigone’s procedure for solving quadratic equations in three steps and
his formulation of the rules of solutions in symbolic language are presented in a clear, straightforward manner. The
algebraic expression for the solution as a formula that begins “a = . . . ,” makes the calculation easy. When he solves
a quadratic equation geometrically he uses the idea of proportion. The key is the identification of the terms of an
equation, known and unknown, with the terms of a proportion. The steps for solving equations both numerically and
geometrically are explicitly justified by Euclid’s propositions.
Hérigone attempted to disseminate Viète’s analytic art by writing about it in French and gathering it systematically
into a single volume using a new symbolic language. Even though his aim was to popularize Viète’s specious algebra,
however, his notation, presentation and procedures differed greatly from Viète’s. Indeed, Hérigone’s new symbolic
language allowed proofs to be expressed in logical statements consisting of few lines, with the indispensable help of
Euclid’s Elements. This link between Euclid’s classical mathematics and Viète’s new analytic art is probably one of
the most typical characteristics of Hérigone’s work.
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